We propose a term rewriting approach to verify observational congruence between guarded recursive (finite-state) CCS expressions. Starting from the complete axiomatization of observational congruence for this subset of CCS, a non-terminating rewriting relation has been defined. This rewriting relation is co-canonical over a subclass of infinite derivations, structured fair derivations, which compute all the m-normal forms. The rewriting relation is shown to be complete with respect to the axiomatization by proving that every structured fair derivation computes a term that denotes an rz-normal process graph. The existence of a finite representation for o~-normal forms allows the definition of a rewritin9 strateoy that, in a finite number of rewriting steps, decides observational congruence of guarded recursive (finite-state) CCS expressions.
Introduction
The calculus of communicating systems (CCS) [ 15, 18- 1 is a formalism for describing and reasoning about concurrent systems. One of the most interesting features of CCS is the algebraic characterization of its semantics, besides the usual operational one that is based on the labelled transitions interpretation of the language. As it is well known, it is possible to equip CCS with several different semantics [3, 8, 21] that define which processes can be considered to be equivalent with respect to a certain behaviour. Often, verification of properties of concurrent systems is to prove the behavioural equivalence of different specifications of the same system. In the past few ¢r Work partially supported by Progetto Finalizzato Sistemi Informatici e Calcolo Parallelo.
years there has been a growing interest in the field of the analysis and verification of properties for CCS-like languages and a number of tools and approaches have been proposed and realized (for a survey see [12] ).
In this framework we have undertaken a project [4] whose main goal is to develop a verification system for CCS-like languages entirely based on equational reasoning. Rewriting methods appear to be the more suitable techniques to be used. In fact, a term rewriting approach can be adopted both to execute the operational semantics of these languages, as advocated in a general framework in [9, 14] , and to verify behavioural equivalences defined over CCS expressions.
In particular, the axiomatic presentation of behavioural equivalences can be used by executing an equivalent term rewriting system obtained, if it exists, by means of a completion process [5] . In [4] this approach has been applied to the axiomatic presentation for observational congruence over finite CCS as given in [8, 16] . When trying to derive an equivalent term rewriting system from the axiomatization for observational congruence, it results that the completion process diverges, i.e. the term rewriting system has an infinite number of rules. We have coped with this divergence by defining a rewriting strategy [10] that is able to compute the normal form of a finite CCS term and verify the observational congruence of two finite terms without performing any completion. In doing that, we have been supported by a notion of normal form for a finite term with respect to observational congruence (oas-normal form).
In this paper we extend our rewriting strategy to deal with guarded recursive (finite-state) CCS terms. A correct and complete axiomatization for observational congruence over such a subset of CCS has been given in [17] , but, unlike finite CCS, the completeness of such an axiomatization has not been proved by resorting to a notion of recursive OBS-normal form. Thus, no explicit information about the existence and the structure of the normal form of a recursive CCS term has been provided. Nevertheless, CCS terms can be characterized as process graphs. In Ill the notion of unique normal process graph with respect to observational congruence is defined. This has influenced the definition of our rewriting relation, --'Lobs, over recursive terms.
The presence of an unfolding rule for recursion makes --, r~bs non-terminating. This has led to the use of the theory of infinite rewritings developed in [7] , where some conditions on infinite relations, namely left linearity, and on infinite derivations, namely fairness, are required in order to compute the o-normal form of a term as the limit of an infinite derivation. Our relation --'r_obs does not satisfy the left linearity requirement, but we are still able to obtain to-normal forms as limits of derivations by restricting to a particular subclass of infinite derivations, structured fair derivations, and by applying ~r_obs modulo a congruence relation, which identifies those terms that, although syntactically different, have equivalent unfolding semantics. The congruence relation can be decided through a canonical transformation that reduces any recursive term to the equivalent canonical one [2] . Moreover, the to-canonicity of "~r_obs can be proved with respect to structured fair derivations and for any term a finite representation of its to-normal form, recursive normal form, can be defined and computed in a finite number of derivation steps. Given these results, the completeness of ~r_obs with respect to the axiomatization of observational congruence, i.e. any two observational congruent recursive terms admit the same co-normal form, is proved by showing that a recursive normal form denotes a normal process graph. Finally, we define a rewriting strategy to compute a recursive normal form with respect to --"r_obs, thus obtaining a decision procedure for observational congruence of guarded recursive (finite-state) CCS expressions.
Basic ingredients

Term rewriting systems
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of term rewriting systems. We summarize the most relevant definitions below, while we refer to [5] [6] [7] for more details.
Let ~ = 0,~-, be a set of function symbols, where ~-n is the set of symbols of arity n. Let ~--denote the set ~--( °at, Y') of (finite, first-order) terms with function symbols and variables Y'. A binary relation >-is a partial orderin9 if it is irreflexive and transitive. A partial ordering >-on Y-is well-founded if there is no infinite descending sequence tl >-re >-'" of terms in ~r. A relation >-on 9--is monotonic if s >-t impliesf(..s--) >-f(..t..) for all fin ~" and for all terms in J-(replacement property). A partial ordering >-on 3-is a simplification ordering if it is monotonic and f(..t..) >-t for all fin ~ and for all terms in ~'-(subterm property). For any partial ordering >-on ~--, the multiset orderin9 >->-is the smallest partial ordering containing the following relation between multisets: S w { s} >->--S w { tl ..... tn } for s >-ta ..... t, (n >~ 0). If >-is well-founded so is >->-.
Let >-be a partial ordering on ~-. The (9eneralized) recursive path orderin9 ( An equational theory is any set E = {(s, t)[ s, t~J-}. Elements (s, t) are called equations and written s = t. Let "e be the smallest symmetric relation that contains E and is closed under monotonicity and substitution. Let =~ be the reflexive-transitive closure of ~E.
Given an equational theory E over ~--, we define that fe~ is an AC operator if E contains the associative and commutative laws for f, i.e. f(f(x, y), z)=f(x,f(y, z)) and f(x, y)=f (y, x) . An AC term is a term which contains AC operators.
A term rewriting system (TRS) R is any set {(li, ri)[li, rie.Y-, ~a¢(ri) ~_ ~V'~¢(ll)}. The pairs (l~, r~) are called rewriting rules and written l~ ~ r~. The rewriting relation ~R over 3-is defined as the smallest relation containing R that is closed under monotonicity and substitution. A term t rewrites to a term s, written t---,Rs, if there exist l--*r in R, a substitution a and a subterm t [u at the position u, called redex, such that t 1, = a l and s = t [ar],. A term t is said to overlap a term t' if t unifies with a non-variable subterm of t' (after renaming the variables in t so as not to conflict with those in t'). If I~r and s~t are two rewriting rules (with distinct variables), u is a position of a non-variable subterm of s, and a is a most general unifier for st, and l, then the equation at=as [~rr] , is a critical pair formed from those rules. A TRS R is left linear if the left-hand side l of each rule l~r in R has at most one occurrence of any variable. We use I RI to denote the maximum depth of a left-hand side of a TRS R.
Let ~+ and ~ denote the transitive and reflexive-transitive closure of ~, respectively. A TRS R is terminating if there is no infinite sequence tx ~R t2 ~R "" of rewriting steps in R. A TRS R is confluent if whenever s R & t *-+R q, there exists a term t' such that s ~R t' R~* q, and R is locally confluent if whenever s R'--t ~R q, there exists a term t' such that s ~Rt'R& q. A term t is in R-normal form if there is no term s such that t~Rs. A term s is an R-normal form oft ift ~Rs and s is in R-normal form; in this case we write t---'!RS. A TRS R is canonical if it is terminating and confluent.
The notion of ordering is used to correctly direct the rules of a TRS so that it is terminating. In presence of AC operators, an rpo is able to handle commutative operators, but it cannot handle the associative ones. The notion of rpo is then extended by defining the associative path ordering >--apo. In the simplified case of the theory we will deal with, where only the operator "+" is AC, in order to define an apo it is enough to consider any rpo, provided that (i) the precedence ordering on assigns minimal precedence to the AC operator "+ "; (ii) when ordering terms, "+" becomes varyadic and any AC term t is transformed into its "flattened" versionflat(t)
i.e. any deeper summand becomes a top level summand, e.g. the term + (a, +(b, c)) is treated as +(a, b, c).
An equational TRS is a tuple (R, E), where R is a TRS and E is an equational theory. The relation --. is on-canonical if it is m-converging and w-confluent. A term t' is an m-normal form of t if t~'t ' and t' is minimal for ~, i.e. if t'--*t", then t"=t'. Thus, an m-normal form need not be irreducible. The relation ~ is m-normalizing if every finite term in ~'-admits an co-normal form in J" ~ A derivation to~tl~...~t.--,.., is fair if whenever there is a rule l~r and a position u such that, for all n past some N, the subterm t.lu is a redex for l~r, then (at least) one of the rewriting steps t.~t. +~ (n>>,N) is an application of l~r at u.
Thus, a fair derivation guarantees that a redex does not persist forever. Note that this definition does not prevent the fact that the same rewriting rule is applicable infinitely many times at different positions. For left linear TRS's, fair derivations compute m-normal forms at the limit. 
Observational congruence over CCS expressions
Let y(~,~r) with ~o={nil}, ~l={v.,a.,b.,c ..... } and ~2={+}, be the class of CCS expressions representing finite processes, which from now on we refer to as finitary CCS expressions. The set ~1 of action prefix operators is ranged over by "#.", z is the so-called internal action and Y" is the set of process variables
The operational semantics of the above operators is given by the following inference rules:
#.E~E ELSE2 implies EI + E ~ E2 and E + EI ~ E2
The following axiomatization oBs for observational congruence over ff(~, ~r) has been proved correct and complete with respect to bisimulation in [8, 16] The completeness of ors has been shown by resorting to a notion of unique (modulo associativity and commutativity of the "+" operator) OBS-normalform of a term with respect to observational congruence. Two finitary expressions E and F can be proved observationally congruent by reducing them to their oRs-normal forms and then checking these normal forms for equivalence modulo the AC axioms S1, $2.
The intuition behind this axiomatization is that, in order to compute the oRsnormal form of a term, those summands which are "semantically contained" in others through the operational notion of #-derivative have to be deleted. A term E' is a #-derivative of E, written E =~ E', if E L~ ~ ~ E', where ~ is the reflexive-transitive closure of the transition relation ~. ~ The notion of semantic redundancy of a term is stated in the so-called absorption lemma [8, 16] .
Absorption Lemma. If E' is a #-derivative of E and OBS t--E' = F, then ors I-E + #. F = E.
The oBs-normal form of a term is defined as follows. A term ~#i.Ei is a proper normal form if (i) it does not take the form z. E' for some term E'; (ii) each Ei is a proper normal form; (iii) for k ~j no #k-derivative of #j.Ej is equivalent to Ek modulo the AC axioms. An oRs-normal form is either E or ~. E, where E is a proper normal form.
In [10] a rewriting relation ---~f_obs (there called -'~strat) has been defined and proved correct and complete with respect to ors. This relation computes the oRs-normal form ofa finitary CCS expression by implementing the absorption lemma. The main feature of ---~ f_obs is that it makes use of control strategies and selection criteria in order to keep some of the equations as equations, i.e. allowing expansions besides reductions, at the same time remaining a deterministic and complete strategy.
The starting point of ~f_obs is the TRS RoBs obtained by directing the axioms $3, $4, T1, T2 and T3 according to a chosen apo >-. RoBs is terminating but is not confluent modulo AC: during the AC-completion process infinitely many critical pairs are generated from the overlapping of r2, r4 and r5 and they do not reduce to identity [10-1. Note that these rules, and those derived from critical pairs, rewrite terms by deleting one of the summands of their left-hand side.
In order to define a rewriting strategy which is complete with respect to the axiomatic presentation, we have to cope with all the critical peak situations, i.e. when a term can be rewritten by means of two (or more) rules. t tl t2
In the critical peak above, let us suppose that t can be rewritten into tl and t2 by applying the rules r and r', respectively, and tl >-t2. This means that tl can be rewritten into t2 by applying the rule derived from the critical pair associated to the overlapping of r with r'. The definition of --*Lobs is based on the idea that all critical peaks have to be recognized and the application of the rule derived from the associated critical pair has to be simulated. The strategy can be seen as composed of two phases. The first phase, Roas-normalization, normalizes the input term with respect to Roas. The second phase, absorption, works on the resulting term by looking for critical peak situations and summands to be deleted according to observational congruence. This is done by rewriting the term with T2 and T3 as expansion rules (expansion process which, roughly speaking, corresponds to moving up along the peak, on the left) and, as soon as possible, by deleting the redundant summands by means of RoBs (reduction process which, roughly speaking, corresponds to deleting the top-level summand which would be deleted by applying the rule derived from the associated critical pair). When applying such reductions, a specific redex selection criterion is used that prevents those reductions which are exactly opposite to the previous expansions by T2 and T3. Another criterion is then needed to stop the expansion and reduction steps, which are applied as long as there exist summands to be deleted. Finally, to obtain the oas-normal form, the current term is rewritten by applying the reductions opposite to the previous expansions (contraction process which, roughly speaking, corresponds to moving down along the peak) by using a redex selection criterion that selects the smallest redexes with respect to the fixed term ordering.
This strategy can be defined as the following regular expression (r* means repetition of the rule r as long as its applicability conditions are satisfied, and ";" means sequencing of rules):
--'r_obs = def Roas-normalization; absorption where absorption = clef(expansion; reduction)*; contraction*. A free occurrence of X in E is 9uarded if it occurs within some subexpression/~. F with kt 4: z of E. The variable X is ouarded in E if every free occurrence of X in E is guarded, otherwise X is unguarded in E. A recursive expression rec X. E is ouarded if X is guarded in E. An expression E is 9uarded if every recursive subexpression of E is guarded.
In the following, we deal with the subclass ~¢c g-(~,Sf) of guarded recursive closed (i.e. every variable is bound to a rec operator) CCS expressions.
A correct and complete axiomatization OBSRE% for observational congruence over 8~ has been given in [17] by adding the following axioms for recursion to OBS:
Note that U1 and U2 are actually schematizations of infinitely many first-order equations.
Differently from OBS, the proof of the completeness of OBSRECg with respect to observational congruence does not resort to an explicit definition of"recursive normal form" over ~. In our study for a notion of normal form for terms in g~ with respect to a rewriting relation equivalent to OBSRECg we need different characterizations for recursive terms, such as sets of recursive equations and process graphs.
A canonical transformation over recursive expressions
In this section we address the problem of deciding if two CCS recursive terms in 8~ can be rewritten into the same infinite term. As we will see in the next sections, this problem turns out to be crucial in our rewriting framework.
Let the rule R1 be obtained by orienting the axiom UI in the following way: Thus, the unfolding of a recursive term is the term that can be reached by applying an infinite number of rewriting steps by ~Ra and does not contain any further redex for --*RI • In general, there are a number of syntactically different terms that admit the same unfolding. Nevertheless, we can restrict our attention to a canonical term in the class of those terms having the same unfolding. Any CCS recursive term can be equivalently seen as a set of recursive equations; in [2] the existence of a canonical representative for the class of systems which admit the same solution in the canonical interpretation, is shown. Their notion of solution in the canonical interpretation corresponds to our notion of unfolding. Actually, we will not explicitly define the notion of canonical term, but we will take the term corresponding to the canonical system as the canonical term.
In the following, we provide an algorithm to determine the canonical system; our algorithm is derived from the one presented in [-2] by extending it to deal with AC terms. The transformations from a term to a system of equations and from a system of equations to a term are informally introduced, while we refer to [20] We now informally recall the basic ideas the algorithm to determine a canonical system of recursive equations is based on. In order to obtain the canonical system CS(X, E) for an expression E, the system S(X, E) is normalized by means of a normalization algorithm that identifies equivalent equations. Since we deal with AC operators, we have extended the original algorithm in order to cope with commutativity, while associativity is dealt with by considering the associative operators as varyadic.
To this respect, we will make use of a flattening procedure to transform any term teSp into a term flat(t) as defined in Section 2.1.
The algorithm presented in 1-2] works on uniform systems, i.e. systems in which the right-hand side Ei of each equation has the form E~-op~(X, ..... Xk,)) for some op~E~ of arity k(i) and variables XI ..... Xkto. Note that our transformation from an expression to the system yields a uniform system by construction. From now on, depending on the context, we equivalently use either CS(X, E) or CS(E) or CS to denote the canonical system of an expression E.
From a system of recursive equations to the canonical system
Given a uniform system of n recursive equations S-{Xi=opi(Xil,...,Xik(i)) [ 1 ~< i ~< n} where k(i) denotes the arity of opi, we define an equivalence relation R on its variables such that XiRXj if and only if the terms E~ and Ej corresponding to the two subsystems whose main variables are X~ and X i respectively, have the same unfolding.
In order to constructively characterize the relation R, let us now inductively define an increasing sequence of partitions on Vs x Vs, where Vs= {X/[ 1 <~i<<,n}:
In this way any partition of the sequence contains pairs of variables (X~, X~) such that Xj R Xj. We can now extend the result given in [2] to our AC version of their algorithm. Second half: if (X~, Xj)q~D, then X~R X~. By contradiction, let us assume that Xi R Xj. This means that the two corresponding subterms are structurally different, i.e. they are different with respect to (at least) a subterm. Let t and t' be the two different subterms in E~ and E j, respectively. By case analysis it is easy to see that any structural difference, apart from those related to the associativity and commutativity of the "+" operator, leads to a contradiction of the hypothesis. [] Let us now state the following.
Theorem 2.7. Given El, E2Egp, it is decidable if El and E2 admit the same unfolding modulo associativity and commutativity of the "+" operator.
Proof. Let S1, $2 be the systems of equations built from fiat(El), flat (E2), respectively. The algorithm above can be applied to compute the canonical systems CS1, CS2 corresponding to $1 and $2, respectively. Since it is always possible to assume the two sets of variables Vcs~ and Vcs2 to be disjoint, we can consider the system CS=CS1 wCS2 and apply the algorithm above in order to decide if X R Y, where X and Y are the main variables of CS1 and CS2, respectively. []
From a system of recursive equations to the CCS term
Given a system of recursive equations S-{Xi=opi(Xix ..... Xikti))l l~<i~<n}, let E'(S) be the expression resulting from the following transformation:
E'(S)=Expr(XI,0) where Xx is the main variable of S and
The expression E(S) denoted by a system S can be obtained by eliminating the superfluos rec operators from E'(S) using the equivalence: rec X. E = E if E does not contain any free occurrence of X.
It is easy to show that the above axiom can be derived from OBSRECg by applying U1. The normalization algorithm finds out that the equations for X1 and X3 are equal, besides the equality between the equations for X 6 and X7. The resulting canonical system CS(X1, E) is: Thus, we can decide whether two recursive expressions admit the same unfolding.
Two terms tl, t2 will be equivalent modulo CT (from canonical transformation) if and only if they admit the same unfolding. In the following, we refer to this congruence relation as =CT and the application of a rewriting relation ~R modulo =CT means that t ~R, cTS if there exist a rule l--*r in R, a substitution a and a subterm tlu at the position u, such that tlu=cral and s=t[ar]~. Note that ~R, CT is defined as an extended rewrite relation, see for example [5] .
Normal process graphs
The definitions and results reported in this section will not be used in the definition of the rewriting relation for OBSRECg, but will be necessary when proving its completeness with respect to OBSRECg.
CCS terms can always be represented by means of graphs and behavioural equivalences can also be defined on such graphs. In [1] , a characterization of the kind of transformations necessary to obtain the unique normal graph with respect to observational congruence is defined. We assume that the reader is familiar with graph theory and only recall some relevant notions and results on graphs taken from [1] .
The considered graphs are connected, rooted multidigraphs: any graph has a root (starting node), the edges between the nodes are directed and between two nodes there may be several edges, every node is accessible from the root. A path n in a graph g is an alternating sequence of nodes and edges, n: So ~ Sl ~.-.~ sn for n ~> O. The length of the path is n; if n/> 1 and So and sn coincide, n is a cycle. If n = 1 and So and s~ coincide, n is a loop. If s is lying on a cycle, it is called cyclic, otherwise acyclic. If s is a node of g, the subgraph (g)s of g is the graph with root s and all the nodes and edges accessible from s. Graphs differing only in their naming of the nodes are considered to be identical. A process graph is a graph whose edges are labelled with actions from a set A u { z } ranged over by #. Given a graph g, let Root(g) and Nodes(g) denote the root and the T* set of nodes of g, respectively. We recall from Section 2.2 that s ~ t ifs ~ ~ ---} t. Let g, h be any process graphs with acyclic root. It is possible to define a notion of bisimulation on process graphs in the following way. The relation R on Nodes(g) x Nodes(h) is a z-bisimulation from g to h, and g, h are z-bisimilar, if: A r-loop is a loop s -~ s. Given a process graph g, an arc in g is a subgraph (g)s such that there exist two paths starting from s: s ---} sl --} -.. ~ si --} si+ 1 --* "'" ~ s, and s ~ s,.
A double edge is a particular arc where the two paths are the same of length 1, i.e. s ~ t. Note that the notions of arc and double edge characterize, at graph level, the same situation that is captured by the absorption lemma at term level. That is, they identify those portions of a graph which are redundant with respect to observational congruence. In addition to this, when considering finite-state process graphs we have to cope with another source of redundancy. It is in fact possible for a process graph to contain a bisimilar subgraph. In order to identify this situation the notion of rz-rigidity is introduced.
A process graph g with acyclic root is rz-rigid if it has only the trivial rzautobisimulation, i.e. the identity relation. A process graph g with acyclic root is minimal if g contains no double edges, no r-loops and no arcs. A process graph g is rz-normal if it is rz-rigid and minimal. The following two theorems guarantee that it is possible to rely on the above notion of normality. Note that when talking about the process graph associated to a term t, this graph will be derived from the canonical system CS(t). In this way, it is possible to define a transformation between terms and process graphs, which yields the graph with the minimum number of states (apart from the nil nodes), among all the graphs representing the same term. On the contrary, if the graph is built from the term representation of a canonical system, it may well be that the resulting graph is not the smallest one. This is due to the inadequacy of the/~-calculus in expressing horizontal sharing (see, e.g., [22, 23] ).
From a system of recursive equations to the process graph
The transformation process_graph from a system S-{X~=opi(Xil ..... Xik(i)) I 1 ~< i ~< n} of equations to a process graph g can be defined as a function which builds the graph starting from the first equation. An environment env allows the nodes already built in the current graph to be taken into account:
where X1 is the main variable of S and the function graph is defined as follows: 
graph (Xi =Eir, env ~ {Xi} ); end;
Note that X~=E~ need not be an equation in S. Summarizing we can say that -to each variable X~ in S, which denotes a prefix (X~ =#. X j), corresponds a node N~ in ,q; -an edge labelled # from a node N~ to a node Nj exists in 9 if X~ = #. Xj is an equation in S, for some action prefix operator/~.; -a node N~ in 9 is the common root of r subgraphs 91,..., 0r (Ni has r successors) if X~=X1 + ... +X, is an equation in S and 91 ..... 9, are the process graphs associated to X~ ..... X,, respectively. Example 2.11. Let us consider the canonical system CS(E) in Example 2.8 and build the corresponding process graph according to the transformation above. We obtain the following process graph: a aC \
The rewriting relation --,,_obs over g~
Given OBSRECg=OBStJ {U1,U2}, let us consider the two axioms U1 and U2 and how the rewriting relation -'-~f obs for finitary CCS can be extended to decide the observational congruence over 8p. Note that in the following, when working on recursive expressions, the equivalence = is meant to be modulo renaming of the variables (for example, rec X. a. X + z. rec Y.a. Y---~f_obs •. rec Y. a. Y).
Let us first consider the axiom UI. The rule R1 as defined in Section 2.3 leads to a nonterminating rewriting relation, and we cope with the problem of non-terminating rewritings in the framework of og-rewriting and ~-normal forms.
Let us now consider the axiom U2: F=recX. E if F=E{F/X}, provided X is guarded in E. In our rewriting framework, we replace it with a more convenient rule by specializing its application patterns. The axiom U2 says that an expression F has to be observational congruent to an expression E containing F itself as a subexpression, and obviously this cannot be the case for finite trees. We replace U2 with the following axiom CE (collapsing equivalence): Note that the application of the CE axiom can always be decided, given that for every term t, there exist a maximum number of unfolding steps with --*R1 to be performed in order to check for the existence of the F expression to be folded. Proof. We only consider the case of E' = E and F = rec Y. F', the correctness of the other cases trivially follows from the correctness of R1. In order to prove the correctness of CE in OBSRECg it is more convenient to reformulate CE as follows: Let us first prove the case in which the recursive expression F does not contain any free occurrences of the bound variable X of the recursive expression E. In this case CE becomes the following axiom:
The correctness of CE1 can be proved starting from its hypothesis, by using U1 and U2: Thus we have obtained:
At this point, we have to show that rec
We prove this by applying U2, thus we have to show that its hypothesis holds:
where the U2-F is recX.
E[rec Y.F'{ Y/X}], and the U2-E is E[rec Y.F'].
Since the occurrence of X inside F' is involved in the substitution, we can rewrite the right-hand side of (**) as follows:
and by applying U1 on the left hand side we get:
We rewrite the left-hand side as follows: Given the framework of ~o-rewritings, our aim is to characterize infinite rewritings in such a way that their limit exists, are w-normal form and are obtained by applying R1 infinitely many times after a finite number of reductions. This implies that any redex other than those for R1 has to be reduced along the derivation and an infinite generation of new redexes has to be avoided. Let us consider simple terms like t -rec X. ~. (a. X + t') for some term t', i.e. generic terms rec X. z. E, where E contains directly prefixed occurrences of X. After the first rewriting step by means of R1, any further unfolding step generates a new redex for -~f-obs (in particular, for the rule /~. z. E-*#. E). In order to cope with this situation we introduce the following axiom, action prefix equivalence, which we will refer to as ApE: [] The rule Ap is defined by orienting the axiom ApE from left to right: Ap = aef rec X. z. E-~ z. rec X. E { z. X/X } Note that further infinitely reducible combinations between a rec body and its external context do not exist, since the guardedness hypothesis implies that a redex for ~f_obs w ~CR ~ ~Ap can arise, as a result of such a combination, only after a finite number of rewritings by ~R1-The guardedness hypothesis guarantees that possible redexes for the absorption lemma can only occur after a finite number of unfoldings and cannot be produced infinitely many times.
Let us now introduce the rewriting relation -"*r_obs: "* r_obs = def "~f_obs, CT t.) "+CR k.) "* Ap L) -"*R1
The rewriting rules in "*r_obs are characterized by the following properties:
• --*Lob~,C'r reduces either inside the rec body or by considering the rec term as a whole; this means that redexes for ~f_obs, CT cannot involve subterms of a rec term and its external context; • --"CR reduces a recursive expression recX.E by replacing an internal recursive term with X. To be applied, ~CR checks subterms for equivalence using --*f_obs, CX ~ --*cR w ~Ap, but --*cR does not apply such possible reductions. Thus, the expression resulting from the application of --*CR can still be reducible according to -"#~obs, CT k.) "-~CR k3 -"PAp ;
• after a rewriting step by -~Ap, redexes for ~f_obs, CX can occur in z.recX. E{z.X/X}. This is the case when directly prefixed occurrences of the variable X occur in the body E.
The following proposition sheds light on the interactions between R1, the rule that leads to the limit of a derivation, and redexes for ~f_ob~,C-r u --*cR U ~Ap- In thc following, wc will first show that ~r_obs is an co-canonical rcwriting rclation over g~ and then that it is complete with respect to OBSRECg.
co-canonicity of -'*r_obs
In order to show that the rewriting relation ~r_obs is co-canonical over g~, we have to provc that --%_obs is co-converging and co-confluent. Let us first considcr the termination issues.
Top-termination and co-convergence of -"*r_obs
Proposition 4.1. The rewriting relation "+r_obs is top-terminating over 8~.
Proof. The relation ---~f_obs, CTt,-)~CR k.)-"*Ap is terminating and top-terminating over 8~: given any term t~gp, there exists a finite number of rewriting steps by --'f_obs, CT w--'CRU--'Ap for any position, included the topmost one. Since terms are finite, R1 can be applied only a finite number of times at the topmost position, e.g. recX1, recX 2 ... rec X,. E. Moreover, since terms are guarded, infinitely many applications of R1 cannot generate infinitely many redexes for --'r_obs at the topmost position. It follows that --'r_obs is top-terminating over gp. [] Proposition 4.2. The rewritin9 relation --*r-obs is to-converoin9 over 8~.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.1, since ""~r_obs is top-terminating over 8p by 
Structured fair derivations
We now show that we can restrict our considerations to (structured) fair derivations as they compute to-normal forms at the limit. We will prove a result analogous to Theorem 2.2, even if --'Lobs is not left linear. This is possible because reductions are applied modulo =cr.
Proposition 4.3. Given --, robs, ira term to ~ ~fp admits an to-normal form t' e~7-~( ~, ~), then there exists a fair derivation tO -* r_obs t l _,r_obs " " -* r_obstn -" r_obs " " with
lim. ~ ~ t~ = t'.
Proof.
The proof is similar to the one for Theorem 4.3 in Dershowitz et al. [6] . Given a non-fair derivation with an to-normal form as the limit, by definition of --'r_obs it is possible to build a fair derivation with the same limit. Suppose that D: t0---~r_obstt "*r_obs""---~r_obstn---~r_obs "'" "*~_obs t' and t' is an to-normal form. If the derivation is not fair, then for some index N', position u and rule r in ~r_obs, the rule r must be continually applicable at u in the subderivation (t.)n>~u,, though not actually applied. Let N>~N' be an index such that for all n>~N, we have d(t., t') ~< 1/2 l ul +IR I +IRI. Let t'. denote the result of applying r to t. at u. On account of the low positions of reductions, any changes incurred by the steps past N take place in the variable part of r. The situation is the following: D: to ~ r_obs t 1 ~ r_obs "'" ~ r_obs tN ~ r_obs tN + 1 ~ r_obs " " " ~ ~_obs t'
The rule r is continually applicable at u on t. for n/> N, though not actually applied. The same rule also applies to t', but since t' is an to-normal form, it must be that the result of rewriting t' is t' itself. In order to build a fair derivation from D, we have to mimic D by applying the rule r and then linking the terms in the subderivation (t'n)n/> N with rewriting steps t'~&r_obst'~+l, n ~>N. In this way we build a derivation in ~r_obs which is to-converging by Proposition 4.2. Therefore we have only to guarantee that the limit is reached in a fair way. Let r' be the rule in ~r_obs such that tN ~,, tN ÷ 1 in D. Let us consider the following cases based on the (non-)left linearity of the rules r, r'. (i) If r, r' are both left linear, see Theorem 4.3 in [7] .
(ii) If r is non-left linear and r' is left linear, it is always possible to rewrite t'. &r_obst'.+l and close the diagram, since r' is left linear and independent of the changes due to the application of r.
(iii) The interesting cases are when r' is non-left linear, independently of the (non-)left linearity of r. Non-left linearity means that the application of a rule requires the equality of (at least) two subterms. The application of r from tN to t~v may destroy the redex for r', by rewriting the equal subterms into different ones and thus resulting in the impossibility of rewriting t~v into t~+ 1. In the rewriting relation --*r_obs, the rule r can only be R1 which rewrites subterms denoting infinite structures (otherwise the result of rewriting t' with r would not be t' itself) and the possible changes introduced by r in t'n are taken into account when rewriting in --'}r_obs modulo =cx. Thus, it is always possible to close the diagram from t'. to t'.÷l with &r_obs(n>~N) and the derivation from tN can be mimicked by a derivation issuing from t~v as follows: Since the same reductions are essentially applied to the terms on the subderivation (t'n)n>~N, the distance d(t'n, t')<~ 1/2 lul for all n >~ N and, moreover, lim~ ~o t'~ = t'. This process may be repeated starting from some t'~, (n'> N) such that d(t',,, t')<<. 1/2 I,l+l to obtain a fair derivation with t' as the limit. [] In general, the limit of a fair derivation in -"}r_obs need not be an to-normal form.
Example 4.4. Let us consider the term t = (rec X. a. X) + rec X. (a. X + nil). It is easy to check that t admits a fair derivation with the limit given by a~'+a °" which is not an to-normal form. [] Actually, we are able to identify a particular subclass of fair derivations which have a peculiar structure.
Definition 4.5 (structured derivation). A derivation to--*r_obstl--*r_obs'
"-*r_obst n --~Lobs"" is structured if there exists an index N such that, for all n >/N, it can only be tn ""~R1 tn + 1 • Thus, for any structured derivation it is possible to single out an index N that splits the infinite derivation into a finite subderivation of terms (t.),<N, in which ~r_obs is applied, and an infinite subderivation of terms (t.),,~> N, in which only ~R~ can be applied. The fair derivation in Example 4.4. is not structured because at each step the rule E+nil~E in ~f_obs, CW can be applied at deeper and deeper positions.
The limit of a structured fair derivation is an og-normal form.
Proposition 4.6. Given --*r_obs and a term to~gp, then for any structured fair derivation to --*r_obs tl ~r_obs "'" ~Lobs tN ~RX "'" for some N >t 0 with lim~ ~ t.
= t', t' is an conormal form of to.
Proof. Let D: to "~r_obs tl "-'~r_obs "" "~r_obstN "~Rt "" be a structured fair derivation for some N ~> 0 with lim.~ ~o t. = t'. Suppose that t' is not an co-normal form of to. Since D is a structured fair derivation, it is not possible to generate new redexes for the same rule at deeper and deeper positions infinitely many times. We have only to consider the case in which t' can be rewritten at an infinite redex by a non-left linear rule in -'robs, whose application was never possible on any of the finite terms in the subderivation (tn)n>>. N. In particular, this situation concerns --~f_obs, CT and ~CR, because their application requires the equivalence of possibly syntactically different subexpressions s',s" which denote the same infinite term, i.e. s' =cTS". Since the applicability of ~f_obs, CV and ~CR is checked modulo =CT, these rules would be continually applicable in the subderivation (t.),/> N, thus contradicting the structured fairness of D. [] We now prove that every term in g~ admits a structured fair derivation and that only structured fair derivations need to be considered to compute w-normal forms.
Proposition 4.7. Any term to~8~ admits a structured fair derivation in ---~r_obs.
Proof. Starting from to, a structured fair derivation D is obtained by applying ~R1 only when no redexes for ~f_obs, CT~ ~CRU "-~Ata exist. This derivation is structured fair for some N~>0. In fact, ~Ap and the guardedness hypothesis guarantee that infinitely many redexes for ~f_obs, CV cannot be generated. []
Proposition 4.8. Given ---~r_obs, if a term to ~8p admits an co-normal form t ~ ~ ~'-oo ( ~, ~.), then there exists a structured fair derivation
D': t o =t~ --*r_obs t'l "*Lobs "'" --*r_obs t~ --*Ra "" for some N >>-0 with lim.~oo t'.=t~.
Proof. Since to admits an m-normal form t~, by Proposition 4.3 there exists a fair derivation D: to ~r_obs tl ~r_obs"" ~r_obs t. ~r_obs"" ~ r°' _obs to~ with lim.~ ~o t. = too. If D is not structured, it follows from the hypotheses and Proposition 3.4 that the only way to produce new redexes for ""~r_obs, CT k.) "~CR k.) ""~Ap infinitely many times is when "-*R1 is applied to subterms rec X. E such that: (i) the body E is not in normal form with respect to ~Eobs, CTU ~cRU--'Ap or (ii) recX.E is also a redex for ~A~W--*CR' Let D' be the structured fair derivation from to built as shown in the proof of Proposition 4.7. Since D is fair, there exists an indexj such that t i is a term t [t~] where the context t is in normal form with respect to ~r_obs and t)' only contains redexes of the kind (i) and/or (ii) or derived from them. Then, for every t, in D (n ~>j), there exist a term t;, and a term t~, in D' (k>~N) such that t, (--~Lobs, CT k--) -"~CRk-) -"¢'Ap)* tn "~R1 tk and this holds for the limit too of D as well, i.e. too (--*f_obs, CT w ~CR W--'Ap)* t% where t~ can only be the limit t'~ of D'. D: to "-~r_obs tl "*r_obs "'" "'~r obstj---~r_obs "'" "*r_obs tn ""~ robs "" ---* ~°obs t~ \ D': to = t'o --,~ oUs t'~ ~_ob~ "'" ~r_obs t;~ --'R1 "" "-*R~ t~ ~R1 "'" ~ ~1 too
Since t~ is an to-normal form by hypothesis, this means that t~=t~, i.e. D' is a structured fair derivation from to, for some N>~O, with limit too. [] Proposition 4.9. The rewriting relation --'~r_obs is to-normalizing over o~.
Proof. By Proposition 4.7 any term toEoVp has a structured fair derivation D for some N ~> 0. By Proposition 4.2 ~r_obs is to-converging over gp, hence D has a limit t' which is an to-normal form of to by Proposition 4.6. []
to-confluence of "*r_obs
To show the co-confluence of ~r_obs with respect to structured fair derivations, we have to prove the uniqueness of to-normal forms, i.e. every structured fair derivation from a term t computes the same to-normal form. By Proposition 4.6, this means proving that any two structured fair derivations from t have the same limit (modulo AC).
Actually, provided that --'RI is to-confluent, we can restrict our considerations only to the finite subderivations of structured fair derivations. That is, given a term to, for any two structured fair derivations D,,D2 with indexes N1, N2 respectively, it is sufficient to prove the confluence of their finite subderivations D'a : to ""~r_obs tl --'~r_obs "'" "*r_obs tN1 and O~ : to = t~ "*r_obs t~ --~r_obs "'" "°r_obs t'Ivz.
It follows that -'-'r_obs can be treated as a terminating relation, thus we can prove its confluence by resorting to local confluence due to the Newman Lemma [-5] . Local confluence of -*r_obs is shown by analysing all the possible situations in which a term can be rewritten by two (or more) rules in ~r_obs on non-independent redexes. We have shown that the rewriting relation~r_obs is co-canonical, i.e. the co-normal form of any term tegp exists and is unique (modulo AC). We are now in the position to define our notion of recursive normal form.
Definition 4.15. A term te¢p is in recursive normal form if every term t' such that
t &xl t' is in normal form with respect to ~f_obs.CT u--"cx u---'Ap.
Thus, given a term to~gp and any structured fair derivation to "-~r_obstl "~r_obs"" ""r_obstN-"RI "'" for some N>~0, then t~ is in recursive normal form. 
Completeness of ~_obs
We now prove the completeness of "*r-obs with respect to the axiomatization OBSRECg for observational congruence, i.e. any two observational congruent recursive terms admit the same w-normal form with respect to --"~_obs. This is proved by showing that the canonical system of recursive equations corresponding to a recursive normal form denotes an rz-normal process graph. In order to perform the proof we need some auxiliary definitions which set a suitable structure on process graphs.
Let us recall that an rz-normal process graph is (see Section 2.4): (i) rz-rigid, i.e. it has no r~-bisimilar nodes; (ii) minimal, i.e. it has no arcs, no double edges and no z-loops. In the following, with abuse of notation, the above notions will be used freely also when referring to graphs and main variables of a system. We will also refer to the variables of a system as the nodes of the corresponding graph.
Proposition 5.4 . Given a term to~gp, let D: to "-~r_obstl-'~r_obs"" ""~r_obstN-"*R1 "'" be a structured fair derivation for some N 
>t O. Let S be the canonical system associated to tN, and g(tN)=process_graph(S). Then 9(tN) is an rz-normal process graph.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the level n of the elements St of the partition/7 on the system S.
n=0:Level(Si)=0 implies Si = {Xi=nil} by definition. In this case, the subterm "nil" is trivially a recursive normal form and denotes an rz-normal process graph. n=k+l: Assume the result for level k (inductive hypothesis) and consider level(Si)=k+l. The proof is by contradiction: let g(tN) be a graph which is not rv-normal. This means that at least one of the two conditions above is not satisfied. If g (tN) is not rv-rigid, then there exists an rz-autobisimulation R of g (tN) such that there exist two nodes si, s j, i 4:j and (si, sj)~R. It follows that the subgraphs (g)~,, (g)sj with root sl, s t respectively, are z-bisimilar. Let Xi, Xj be the main variables of the subsystems of S associated to the subgraphs (g)~i, (g)s, respectively.
rz-rigidity.
Let us consider the following cases:
, (g)~j are distinct. Since they are rz-normal by inductive hypothesis, they must be the same graph. Therefore, Xi and Xj are two equivalent variables in S thus contradicting its canonicity.
(g)~j is a subgraph of (g)~,.
Since they are rz-normal by inductive hypothesis, it can only happen that (9)2, denotes a term ~. P and (g)~j denotes P for some term P, and in S there exist two equations X' =/~. X~ for some action prefix operator #., where level(X')=k+ 1. This contradicts the hypothesis that tN is in recursive normal form since ~r_obs can be applied on the subterm #. v. P denoted by X'. 1 and level(Xj)~< k. Since (g)~, and (g)~j are bisimilar and (g)~j is rz-normal by inductive hypothesis, it follows that (g),j is a subgraph of(g),,. Note that this situation can only happen if the two subgraphs denote infinite trees, Xi may denote a nonrecursive term but the tree corresponding to the subgraph (g),, is infinite because it contains (g)~ that denotes a recursive term t j, namely Xj~Yfa~,(Ej).
level(xi)=k+
Let us consider all the possible contexts in which X, uses Xj.
Prefix context: let Xi = E~ such that E~ -#. X2, for some action operator #., X2 = E2 in S and Xj~a,(Ez).
(a) If Xi¢~e'z~,(Ei) then level(Xz)= k and the term associated to E2 is in recursive normal form. X~ and Xj are z-bisimilar and this means that Xg denotes a subterm which can only be the unfolding of the subterm associated to X j, thus contradicting the canonicity hypothesis of S. 
. X~q).
X~ and Xj are z-bisimilar, the subterm q, associated to the subsystem with X, as the main variable, denotes a recursive term and, by inductive hypothesis, Xj must denote a recursive term as well. At term level the pattern for ~CR could have not been applied because it was not possible to prove that either ti{X~/Xj}, i.e. the term ti in which every reference to Xj has been replaced with a reference to X~, or one of its unfoldings with respect to R1, is bisimilar to tj, i.e. the term associated to the subsystem with Xj as the main variable. Since (g)~, and (g)~j are z-bisimilar, every move from one has to be done in the other and viceversa. This means that in the subsystem associated to X~ there exists an equation X~h=E~h =--X~h~ + "" +Xih., in correspondence of which an Ejk ----#. Xjk~, for some action operator/~., Xjk~ = Ez. Thus, in general, in E~h there are some variables that denote equivalent equations, i.e. they are z-bisimilar to the same equation in Sjk. Eih contains at most a summand, whose corresponding variable is of level less or equal to k, and at least a summand, whose corresponding variable is of level k + l, which denote bisimilar distinct graphs because one of them uses Xi and the other uses X~. This means that the term ti {XdXj} could be reduced by --'f_obs, CT, as long as it becomes equal to t j, thus allowing the application of --+ca and contradicting the hypothesis that tN is a recursive normal form. (a) If Xi¢~lra¢(E~), the terms associated to Eil ..... Eiq are in recursive normal form and denote rz-normal process graphs. Furthermore, Xi is z-bisimilar to X j, which denotes a recursive term. We can only have that Xi represents an unfolding of X j, thus contradicting the canonicity hypothesis of S. The proof carries on analogously as above in the second case of prefix context. 3. level(X~)= level(X j)= k + 1. We have two cases by considering a prefix or summation context, respectively.
Prefix context: it can only happen that (g)s, denotes a term z. E and (g)sj denotes E for some term E, and in S there exist two equations X' = #. X~ for some action prefix operator ~u., where level (X') = level(Xi) = level (Xi) = k + 1. This contradicts the hypothesis that tN is in recursive normal form since ~Lobs, CX can be applied on the subterm #. z. E denoted by X'.
Summation context: we proceed by analysing the two outermost z-bisimilar nodes, if more than two z-bisimilar nodes exist. The proof carries on analogously as in case 2 by considering that, when trying to apply ~CR, the z-bisimilarity of the terms denoted by X~ and Xj is proved by checking that tj{Xj/Xi} is z-bisimilar to t~{X/Xj}.
Minimality: If g(tN)
is not minimal, then it contains z-loops, arc and/or double edges. As regards z-loops, since any guarded term is built from its canonical system and the reductions performed on the term maintain its guardedness, z-loops cannot occur. Furthermore, double edges are a particular instance of arcs, thus we have only to consider the occurrence of arcs in g(tN). The situation is as follows: as long as levels less or equal to k are considered, no arcs occur, but as soon as level k + 1 is considered, (at least) an arc occurs. This means that, at term level, there exist two summands like z. (...g.( ... z .... (E+ ...) ...)...) and #. F, where E=F since they are bisimilar recursive normal forms. This corresponds to a pattern of the absorption lemma, which can be reduced by --'f_obs.CT, thus contradicting the hypothesis that tN is a recursive normal form. [] The following proposition guarantees that the use of the canonical system does not introduce any relevant reduction with respect to the notion of normal form.
Proposition 5.5 . Given a term to~,~, let D: to "-~r_obstl --~r obs"" --*r_obstN ""~Rt "'" be a structured fair derivation for some N >10. Let S be the system associated to tN, and CS be the canonical one. Then S:~CS if and only if tN =R1E(CS).
Proof. The implication ~ is trivial: t~ is an unfolding of E(CS), then S is not the canonical system. The other direction, instead, assures that the only reductions performed when constructing the canonical system for a recursive normal form are unfoldings with R1. Let us assume S¢CS. Since the two systems are built from the same term tN and CS is canonical, by construction of S and CS, it can only be that S has more variables than CS, and some of them are equivalent. In terms of the graph (9)s associated to S this means that there are equivalent nodes, that is (g)s is not rz-rigid. Let si, sj be nodes in (g)s such that the subgraphs (g)s,, (g)s~ with root si, s~ respectively, are ~-bisimilar. Let X,, X i be the main variables of the subsystems of S associated to the subgraphs (g),,, (g),j respectively. The only relevant cases with respect to the term structure are when X~ refers X j, directly or indirectly, i.e. (g)~j is a subgraph of (g),,, or they refer each other. The proof is by contradiction. If tN :~R~ E(CS), this means that some other kind of redundancy exists in tN. Since (g)~, denotes an infinite tree and the node s~ is not an unfolding node, it must be a recursive node, that is X i is a recursive variable. Therefore it follows that E(S~) is a recursive expression which contains E(S~) with (g),, and (g)~j z-bisimilar, that is every move from one has to be done in the other and viceversa. By the same arguments of the proof above, case 2), this means that a reduction pattern for ~cR can be found that tN is not a recursive normal form, thus contradicting the hypothesis. [] 
A rewriting strategy for -"*r_obs
We can now define a rewriting strategy in order to compute a specific structured fair derivation to--~r_obstl-*r_obs""--~r_obstN-*R1 "'" from any term t0E~g, such that an upper bound for the index N can be determined.
Let us first show that, given a term in normal form with respect to ~f_obs, CT u ~cR w ~Ap, rewriting by ~R1 cannot generate any redexes for -*ca and ~a,. Moreover, rewriting by ~f_obs, CT preserves normality with respect to -"~ CR U ""~Ap • Lemma 6.1. Let t ~o~ be a term in normal form with respect to -*f_obs, CT k.) --~CR k3 -"~Ap" If t~Rat', then t' is in normal form with respect to ~CRU--~Ap. Moreover, if t'~f_obs.CTt", then t" is still in normal form with respect to ~cRU ~Ap.
Proof. If t ~R1 t', then t contains a recursive subterm which is rewritten by RI:
t[recX.E] ~R1 t[E{recX.E/X}] =_ t'.
A redex for ~A~ is an instance of rec X. z. E. This means that t' contains redexes for --'A~ if and only if they already occurred in t, but t is in normal form with respect to ~A~ by hypothesis.
A If t' contains a redex for "-*CR given by the subterm rec X. E [F{rec Y. F~ Y}], then the subterm rec X. E [rec Y. F] of t is necessarily a redex for --'CR, but t is in normal form with respect to ~CR-Hence, t' is in normal form with respect to -*CRW ~Ap.
Let us now consider t'---~f_obs, CTt". Since --*CR is applied modulo --*Lobs, Cr, t" cannot contain any redexes for -'cR. A redex rec X. z. E for ~Ap can be generated in t" only if the redex z.E+E for --'r_obs, CT is the body of "recX." in t'. This cannot happen since t' is obtained from t by applying ~R~ and t is in normal form with Proof. It is sufficient to prove that tk+r+ v is a recursive normal form. We have only to show that rewriting tk + r + v by ---, R I cannot generate redexes for ---,r_obs, CT w ~ c~ w ~ Ap, i.e. tk+r+v is in normal form with respect to --'r_Obs, CTW---'CR~A . By the guardedness hypothesis, rewriting tk+,+v by ~al cannot generate any redexes for ~f_obs, C-r w ---'cR ~ --'A~, unless they already occurred in tk + ~ ÷ ~, but this is not possible because D(k, r, v) is an effective derivation. By Lemma 6.1 only ---'R1 can be further applied and this means that tk+,+~ is in normal form with respect to ~f_obs, fT u ~CR U ~A~-[]
Conclusions and related works
We have presented a rewriting relation for observational congruence over guarded recursive (finite-state) CCS expressions. On the basis of this relation, a decision procedure has been defined that shows the use of the axiomatization for a behavioural equivalence as a proof procedure and not only as a semantic device.
In this way we extend the approach based on term rewriting presented in [4] to finite-state CCS expressions. In this respect, the fact that the rewriting relation ~r_obs is defined over guarded CCS expressions does not represent a limitation. It is, in fact, possible to extend its application to unguarded recursive CCS expressions, for which Milner has given a set of correct and complete axioms to transform an unguarded expression into an equivalent guarded one [17] . Furthermore, it is possible to extend the process algebra through the introduction of parallel, restriction and relabelling operators, for which correct sets of axioms have been defined. If the recursion and parallel operators interact in such a way that expressions are still finite-state, our rewriting strategy remains complete.
As far as related approaches to the verification of observational congruence are concerned, our attempt has to be considered complementary and not opposed to the other ones based on the finite-state representation of a term. Most of the verification systems for process algebras are based on the finite-state automata representation of a process term [12, 13] . This means that in order to perform verification, they first transform the term into an equivalent finite-state automata. This has the advantage of making the application of efficient graph partition algorithms for checking behavioural equivalences possible. On the other hand, these systems exhibit a few limitations mostly due to the fact that they do not provide sufficient control over the verification process. In fact, they suffer from the state explosion problem and can only perform fully automatic proofs. Thus, there is no way either to incrementally control (and prune) the state growth or to accomodate the verification of infinite state processes or to produce a good diagnostics to help identify errors.
All these motivations have recently led to the definition of tools based on equational reasoning [19] . In these systems the idea is to rely on the syntactic representation of processes and to use the various equivalence laws to carry on formal proofs. In general, these systems are less efficient, but they offer a way to cope with the finite-state limitation and allow both interactive and automatic techniques to be defined. Therefore, their application range is wider and they provide users with a more flexible interface to carry on their specific verification proofs.
The rewriting strategy presented in this paper is a step ahead in the direction of more powerful systems based on equational reasoning. It makes reasoning on recursive terms explicit and allows for a better comprehension of the infinite nature of a term. In particular, our treatment of the axiom U2 by means of the axiom CE, and therefore of the rule CR, allows for a syntactic, even if rather complex, treatment of the "infinite" redundancy of a term. It is worth noting that, in order to turn the axiomatization into rewriting rules, it has been necessary to simplify some of the axioms, namely U2 loses much of its elegance in favour of a more practical and specific collapsing rule. Furthermore, we have introduced a new axiom, the action prefix equivalence, that can be derived from the given axiomatization. The inclusion of this axiom is only motivated in light of the kind of rewritings we want to deal with (structured derivations) and not by semantic considerations. On the contrary, there has been no problem in dealing with the unfolding axiom U1.
The approach we have followed to define the rewriting strategy integrates a number of results and techniques which have been developed in different fields of computer science. In our opinion, the use of the framework of infinite rewritings and ~o-normal forms is particularly interesting since, from the rewriting technique point of view, our experience represents both a concrete application example and an extension towards the treatment of infinite derivations for non-left linear term rewriting systems [11] . lemma. It rewrites the term by using T2 and T3 as expansion rules (expansion process) and, as soon as possible, it deletes the redundant summands by means of RoBs (reduction process). These reductions are performed by using a specific redex selection criterion that prevents those reductions which are exactly opposite to the previous expansions by T2 and T3. The expansion and reduction steps are applied as long as there exist summands to be deleted. Finally, to obtain the oBs-normal form, the current term is rewritten by applying the reductions opposite to the previous expansions (contraction process) by using a redex selection criterion that selects the smallest redexes with respect to the chosen term ordering >--. In the following 2. ranges over the set of action prefix operators ~1-{z. }. In the above definition we assume that an expansion step by T3 is performed by applying T3 for all the possible AC instances of its right-hand side: for example, the term 2. (z. x + z. y + z) is expanded into the term 2. (z. x + z. y + z) + 2. x + 2. y (T3 is applied twice with the two different redexes). In this way, the expansion of all the z-prefixed subterms is guaranteed: it is necessary because, during the expansion process, we do not know which subterm, if any, will act as p-derivative. Moreover, in the presence of terms which may be expanded by using both T2 and T3, like z. (x + z. y), T2 is always applied, since for/~. = z., T3 can be derived in oBs by using T2. Thus, we have replaced the action prefix operator #. with 2. ~ z. in T3.
The rewriting relation ~f_obs is supposed to work under the following flattening hypothesis: given the input sumform E =Y.i ~<i~<n #i. Ei (n > 1), each summand/~i-Ei is already in oBs-normal form, while for n = 1 E1 is in oas-normal form. Let . If E' and F are observationally congruent subterms of E, then E' and F are equivalent modulo the AC axioms since they are subterms in oBs-normal form by the flattening hypothesis. Therefore, E'= oBsF reduces to verify E'= AcF. Let us now describe in details how the oRs-normal form of a sumform E can be derived. The recursive procedure normal_form is defined by cases on the sumform structure as follows, thus assuring the application of Of_obs under the flattening hypothesis:
normal_form (E) = def i_f E = nil then nil; i_f E =p. E' then --~f_obs(//. normal_form(E')); i_fE--~ Ei(n>l) then l <~i<~n --* f_obs (1 ~<i~< n normal_form (Ei))
The notation --*f_obs(E) denotes the normal form of E with respect to ~f_obs-The basic steps of ~f_obs can be defined by means of inference rules and then -~f_obs may be defined as a regular expression built from such inference rules. Normalization with respect to RoBs, expansion, reduction and contraction are the basic steps. Expansion, reduction and contraction are performed according to specific redex selection criteria, which represent the applicability conditions of the corresponding inference rules.
Let t be a sumform Zl~<i~<,tl. We define the following sets: A mark m~ and a label l~ are associated to every summand t~, providing information about its expanded/contracted status and about that summand whose expansion process has generated it. The mark is used to prevent those reductions which are exactly opposite to the previous expansion steps. The label is used both to prevent reductions involving summands derived from different expansion processes and to properly drive the contraction processes. Thus, the structure manipulated by the inference rules is a triple (t, M, L), where t is the current term, M is Mark(t) and L is Label(t 
The rule Expansion deals with only the summands tj of t. Deeper expandible subterms are considered in next (iterative) applications of the rule Expansion. This rule selects one of the "greatest and incomparable" summands t j, whose expansion might allow a reduction, i.e. there must exist a summand tk smaller than tj (see fact F2). Thus, if there are two expandible summands tl, t2 such that tl >-t2, the rule Expansion first expands t~ and considers t 2 only at a next expansion step (if t 2 has not been deleted by the rule Reduction).
As far as the contraction process is concerned, note that an expansion step of a term t by T3 may generate a term t'=2.(x+z.yo)+2.yo+2.y~+ ... +2.y,. In that case, each 2. y~,j = 0 ..... r, is labelled It" t and the rule contraction has to perform r + 1 steps in order to rebuild t from t'. At any single step the contraction process reduces 2.(x+z.yo)+2.yj, for some j, to 2.(x+z.yo) and still allows all the remaining contraction steps to be performed. Thus, the order in which these steps are applied is not significant, independently of the ordering relations among the 2. yj(s). Finally, ~r_obs is defined as the following regular expression:
--~f_obs = def Roas-normalization; absorption where absorption = def (expansion; reduction)*; contraction*. Due to the flattening hypothesis, absorption cannot produce redexes for Roasnormalization.
Appendix B Proposition 4.11. The rewriting relation ~r~bs is locally confluent over 8¢.
Proof. Let te¢¢ be reducible by means of the rules in -~r_obs on non-independent redexes. By case analysis we consider all the possible ways a term can be rewritten by two rules.
The term t can be rewritten by -~f_obs, CT-If t'f_obs~--t--,f_obs t''
local confluence follows from the canonicity of ~f_obs as proved in [-103 . If t f_obs, CT *--t-'~ f_obs,CT t" such that one or both rewritings are not possible via --'f_obs only, there exists a term s such , , ~__. cTS" ' that s =cxt, s'f_obs*-s--*r_obsS" for some s', s", and s =cxt, t" The confluece of s', s" to a common term follows from the canonicity of -Of_obs.
2. The term t can be rewritten by ~R1 and any other rule in -*r_obs-Local confluence follows from Propositions 3.4 and 4.10.
3. The term t can be rewritten by -*f_obs, Cl and by ~CR. 3.1. The redex for -oCR is a subterm of the redex for -*f_obs.C'r. We distinguish two situations.
3.1.1. ~f~obs, CX deletes a summand different from "nil". The case in which the deleted summand is "nil" is trivial.
Given t -= Ex + ..-+ E,, suppose without loss of generality that a top level summand El, which is also reducible by ~CR, is deleted by -'f_obs, Cl. By definition of ~f_obs, CT there exists a summand E k in t which contains some derivative E', which is equivalent to E~. Since -"f_obs, CV does not make use of ~cR, E' can also be rewritten by ~cg obtaining a summand E~,. On the other side, once Ei has been rewritten by --*c~ obtaining E~, it is sufficient to apply -oCR on E' and then "*f_obs, CT to delete E;. Note that the two rewritings by ~cs on the right-hand side, on Ei and E' respectively, can be applied in any order. Moreover, if the redex for --'CR is contained in a summand different from those involved in the reduction (Ei, Ek), this can be seen as a situation of independent redexes. We have a similar situation when the redex for --'CR occurs in the context of E' in g k and is not involved in the reduction (Ei, ER). 3 In the case in which E -~. E', the redex for -*f_obs, Cr is z. ~. E', then the right-hand part of the above diagram is modified as follows: t [rec X. r. E] --'A, t [r. rec X.
E{v.X/X}]--*A, t[z.r.recX.E'{~.~.X/X}] --*~_obs, cTt[v.recX.E'{r.X/X}].
5. The term t can be rewritten by ~Ap and ~cx. 
5.3.
The same subterm is a redex for both --, Ao and --* CR.
Let -~ Ap be applicable on rec X. E, i.e. E -z. E' for some E'. This implies that rec Y. F has to be a redex for --'A~, i.e. F' -z.F" for some F", otherwise --'cR would not be 
